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ABSTRACT

1.

As organizations become increasingly reliant on cloud computing for servicing their data storage requirements, the
need to govern access control at finer granularities becomes
particularly important. This challenge is increased by the
lack of policy supporting data migration across geographic
boundaries and through organizations with divergent regulatory policies. In this paper, we present an architecture for
secure and distributed management of provenance, enabling
its use in security-critical applications. Provenance, a metadata history detailing the derivation of an object, contains
information that allows for expressive, policy-independent
access control decisions. We consider how to manage and
validate the metadata of a provenance-aware cloud system,
and introduce protocols that allow for secure transfer of
provenance metadata between end hosts and cloud authorities. Using these protocols, we develop a provenance-based
access control mechanism for Cumulus cloud storage, capable of processing thousands of operations per second on a
single deployment. Through the introduction of replicated
components, we achieve overhead costs of just 14%, demonstrating that provenance-based access control is a practical
and scalable solution for the cloud.

Cloud computing has become a fundamental part of the
modern computing landscape. Organizations are moving
computing to cloud environments for a number of reasons,
from easy management of resources to leveraging the elasticity implicit in the cloud model. Along with this comes
an increased reliance on outsourced cloud services, and thus
concern over data security and management. These concerns are well-founded based on widely-publicized instances
where cloud services have not provided stated security guarantees, or have been used as the launching point for attacks
on other services [11].
For the cloud customer, a necessary step for managing
data is access control. Today, cloud storage services provide
explicit access control lists (ACL) for sharing or protecting data. Managing access control in this manner is timeconsuming even on a single machine, and scales poorly in the
cloud due to the presence of data migration. When crossing organizational boundaries, data may be subject to a new
set of access policies that require the explicit creation of new
access rules. To avoid the need for constant policy editing,
it would be desirable if data carried with it the necessary
information to make accurate access control decisions.
Another largely unaddressed concern is the attribution of
data as it enters the cloud and moves around within this
environment. This is an issue that many organizations have
not faced to this point, and it addresses a characteristic inherent to the cloud: data can be replicated transparently
and stored in multiple locations. Amazon, for example, has
data centers not only in the eastern and western United
States, but also in Europe, all representing the same cloud
abstraction. This can be useful since data is now closer to
more users and widespread redundancy is assured. However, issues such as compliance can be in conflict with this
migration. For example, US regulations governing the protection of data differ from those laid out by the European
Union’s Directive 95/46/EC [27]. As a result, data created
in the US may risk being out of compliance if it is silently
transferred to European data centers. As another example, companies subject to US International Traffic in Arms
Regulations (ITAR) must follow strict export restrictions
such as preventing data from physically leaving the United
States. While Amazon’s GovCloud service is designed with
these compliance issues in mind [2] customers not only pay
more for the service but do not benefit from geographic redundancy within the US, since GovCloud is deployed separately from the rest of the Amazon cloud service and only
within one data center. Because of these and associated con-
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INTRODUCTION

cerns regarding the jurisdiction of cloud data [19, 12], users
of general-purpose clouds must be careful about uploading
data since support for data migration, as well as other forms
of controlling access and movement, is not provided, an issue
that Peterseon et al. call data sovereignty [24].
This paper proposes that data provenance provides the
necessary support to address these challenges. With provenance, information is kept about the origin and pedigree of
data through documenting the initial conditions and variables under which data was created, and the conditions under which any modifications were made. It thus allows for
more robust access decisions: by using the lineage of data,
rather than its ephemeral present condition, we can change
the stateless access control decision into a stateful decision.
While proposals exist to support provenance in the cloud
[21], the issue of securing provenance in such environments
has been left unaddressed. Providing this security is challenging for a variety of reasons. Securely generating and
collecting provenance is difficult, as is transmitting it in a
secure and trustworthy fashion. We propose additions to the
cloud infrastructure that support the secure management of
provenance for use in access decisions. Policy enforcement
points (PEPs) collect provenance from hosts and act as the
arbiters of whether to allow reading or writing to cloud storage. Policy decision points (PDPs) are system components
responsible for ensuring provenance validity and policy compliance of data prior to allowing it into cloud storage. Finally, provenance databases store provenance for querying
by PDP. Our implementation of the system is deployed in a
real cloud environment. Our focus is the management and
mediation of data and its provenance as it travels to and
beyond organizational boundaries.
Our contributions can thus be summarized as follows:
• We design a system and associated protocols for securing and managing provenance in distributed cloud
environments. This is the first system we are aware of
that contains this functionality.
• We present an access control scheme based on the
use of provenance attributes for policy decisions, and
mechanisms for evaluating and optimizing these decisions in cloud environments.
• We evaluate our prototype implementation using the
Cumulus cloud storage environment on the University of Oregon’s ACISS science cloud, and show that
provenance-based access controls can support thousands of operations per second on a single deployment
with an imposed overhead cost as low as 14%.
Section 2 provides further background about data provenance and the Nimbus and Cumulus cloud systems. Section
3 describes the design of our system, including details on operation. Section 4 describes our prototype implementation,
while in Section 5 we evaluate our design through intensive
testing of overhead and scalability. Section 6 describes related work, and we conclude in Section 7.

2.

BACKGROUND

2.1

Cloud Storage

Organizations use cloud storage systems to outsource their
storage needs. Once the storage is leased, organizations can

delegate read and write access to users. Based on granted
permissions, users download files, process them on some
host, and then upload the data back to the cloud. Nimbus is
an open-source project for converting clusters of computers
into an infrastructure-as-a-service cloud. Nimbus provides
a storage system, Cumulus, which includes an authentication module that provides discretionary access control and
a back-end that allows cloud providers to connect Cumulus to various storage devices. Cumulus is compatible with
Amazon S3 REST API [1], exposing a set of commands for
uploading, reading and updating files on the storage system.
Discretionary access control schemes in existing cloud storage systems suffer from many challenges. Once permissions
are granted, cloud storage operations happen anonymously.
Thus, organizations cannot keep track of who accesses their
data. Moreover, organizations cannot track what happens to
data after it exits the cloud boundary. They cannot answer
questions such as: Which application processed the data?
What other datasets were used to generate current data?
What were the host system conditions, such as security level
and geographic location, when this data was processed?
This lack of monitoring complicates the enforcement of
data access. Organizations may wish to prevent access by
hosts outside of their institutional boundaries, block hosts
in certain geographical regions due to legal restrictions, or
ensure that hosts accessing their data can provide certain
integrity assurances.

2.2

Provenance

Provenance provides information on the actions taken on
data from its genesis onwards. More specifically, provenance information describes the sources and the processing
the data has undergone to get to its current state. Provenance information can be used to answer questions such as:
Which programs, applications, and datasets helped produce
the data? In what environment was the data produced?
Provenance information has a wide range of critical applications. In some cases, the value of data depends on its
sources. Data provenance can identify the trusted or knowledgeable sources, making it useful as a mechanism for ensuring regulatory purposes. However, provenance information cannot be trusted unless its integrity is assured. Moreover, provenance must be protected differently than regular
data. Recent work has explored scenarios where provenance
requires different security than the data it describes [6].
Knowledge of a file’s provenance may reveal secret details
about company processes and environments, and may sometimes be more sensitive than the data itself. Unlike typical
data, which can be created, modified or deleted, provenance
metadata is immutable and append-only, requiring an efficient management infrastructure as it grows over time.
To address the challenge of collecting provenance from
the host, we leverage the PASS system [20]. PASS overlays its own file system on top of raw storage and intercepts
system calls in the kernel to generate provenance information. Whereas PASS provides a mechanism for collecting
provenance on host systems, our purpose is to develop an
infrastructure for securely sharing and applying provenance
in distributed environments.

3.

SYSTEM DESIGN

This work sets out to address the challenge of securely
managing provenance metadata in the cloud. To this end,

Figure 1: Cloud Provenance Authority system overview.

we assume that end hosts reliably generate complete and
accurate provenance records, employing a trusted mechanism that collects and transmits provenance to the cloud.
This challenge is orthogonal to our work and has previously
been explored elsewhere. Most notably, the Hi-Fi system
introduces a provenance reference monitor by leveraging the
Linux security module framework [17, 25].
Our work considers an actively malicious adversary, in
contrast to the benign environment considered in previous
cloud provenance work [22, 21]. This attacker will attempt
to manipulate provenance inputs to a security-critical cloud
function such as access control or integrity verification. The
attacker may attempt to alter the secrecy or integrity levels
of an object by modifying its provenance chain, or discover
hidden processing information by inspecting an object’s ancestry. The attack surface considered in this work is the
components comprising our Cloud Provenance Authority.
A further consideration in our work is protecting existing
data from being tainted by untrusted hosts or organizations.
This is a special case of integrity enforcement that is of major
concern in the cloud environment. Shifts in organizational
trust may occur often, causing frequent changes to our access
control policy. For this reason, we wish for our system to
be able to adapt to changes in policy quickly. We will soon
show that provenance can be used in policy generation to
quickly infer access control labels.
With this in mind, our system sets out to achieve the
following goals:
• Secure Distributed Provenance. Previous work on secure provenance has focused on individual hosts [14,
13], while literature on managing provenance in distributed environments has left security unaddressed [21].
• Fast Evaluation. Many provenance use cases focus on
infrequent, offline costs [22] or on data objects with
limited ancestry [9]. Our architecture must provide
efficient evaluation of remote data objects, even when
they possess extensive ancestries.
• Provenance-based Access Control. We pursue an access
control mechanism that accepts provenance as input in
addition to subjects, objects and actions.
Due to space concerns, we have omitted a complete threat
model and security analysis. Our design draws its security
from previous work on signed provenance chains [14]. In this
work, we present a scalable and efficient methodology for
extending these constructions to distributed environments.

3.1

Design Overview

Our Cloud Provenance Authority architecture, shown in
Figure 1, is a set of distributed components responsible

1.

C → PA :

nc , Guidc , oid

2.

PA → C :

−
npa , P Coid,t−1 , Sign[Kpa
, P Coid,t−1 ||nc ]

3.

C → PA :

Sign[Kc− , P Coid,t ||npa ], P Coid,t , Object

4.

PA → C :

−
Sign[Kpa
, P Coid,t ]

Table 1: Commitment protocol for write operation between
Clients (C) and the Cloud Provenance Authority (P A).

ni :
Ki+ , Ki−

:

Hash(m) :
Sign[k, m] :
Guidi :
oid :
a||b :
Object :
P Ct :
P It :

nonce issued by i
i’s private key and public key
digest of message m
signature of message m using key k
global user identifier for user i
object identifier
concatenation of two strings, a and b
data object
t-th chain in provenance chain
provenance information of t-th version of the file
Figure 2: Summary of notations.

for mediating access to cloud storage while collecting and
managing provenance metadata. This architecture forms an
overlay for existing cloud services, and thus does not require
any modifications to cloud infrastructure. This system is
data agnostic, allowing it to be applied to any level of cloud
abstraction with only minor modification.
The core components of the Cloud Provenance Authority
are the Policy Enforcement Point (PEP), Policy Decision
Point (PDP), Provenance Database, and Policy Database.
The PEP checks integrity of user requests and enforces access control on data according to an organization’s policy.
The PDP keeps organization policies and evaluates requests
against the policies. The Provenance and Policy Databases
store provenance information and security policies, respectively. The system operations are as follows:
• A user requests to store data on the cloud storage. The
PEP then receives the request, approves it through the
PDP, and stores the data on cloud storage.
• A user requests data stored on the cloud. The PEP
receives the request, approves it through the PDP, and
sends data to user.
• A user requests provenance from the Cloud Provenance
Authority. The PEP receives the request and approves
it through the PDP, which shares the provenance information for the PEP to return to the user.

3.2
3.2.1

System Operation
Writing Data to Cloud Storage

When a user tries to write a file to cloud storage, a query
consisting of the data and its provenance is sent to the Cloud

Provenance Authority. The PEP component receives the
query and acts as a transparent proxy for all cloud storage
operations. It checks the integrity of the request and sends
it to the PDP, which evaluates it against a set of pre-defined
policies. The PDP then informs the PEP of the outcome.
If the operation is allowed, the PEP updates data in cloud
storage on behalf of the user, transmits the provenance of
the data to the PDP’s provenance database, and sends an
acknowledgement to the user.
To transmit the new chain to the cloud authority and
provide mutual non-repudiability, the client follows a provenance commitment protocol. The protocol is described in
Table 1 and uses the list of notations explained in Figure 2.
In the first two steps of this protocol, the client and the cloud
authority exchange initialization information. At step 3, the
client sends provenance information with the write request
to the Cloud Provenance Authority. The cloud sends back
the signed operation to the client at step 4. This ensures mutual non-repudiability. The dialog between the cloud provenance authority and the client is mediated through the PEP.
Provenance integrity assurance is a critical component of
our system design. Each time a write is committed to cloud
storage, a new data version must be accounted for in the
associated provenance records. Since we want to make sure
that we can track the provenance information at each version
of the data, we use a secure provenance chain introduced by
Hasan et al. [14]. Equation 1 summarizes how the provenance chain is created at each step:
P Ct = Sign[Ku− , hash(P It ||P Ct−1 )]

(1)

Provenance chains prevent a variety of tampering attacks
by tracking writes and securing the associated provenance.
The provenance chain, signed by the user, connects the provenance information of a newly modified file to previous versions. Creating a chain of signed provenance commitments
ensures that links are not removed, added, or altered.

3.2.2

Reading Data from Cloud Storage

The read operation from cloud storage is very similar to
the write operation. When the PEP receives the query, it
queries the PDP for an access control decision. The PDP retrieves the latest provenance information from the database
and checks the information against the security policy. If
the query is compatible with the policies, the PEP sends
the file to the user.
In order to avoid losing track of the ancestry of a given file,
each file has a reference back to the cloud. This reference
consists of the cloud identification, file identification (used
by the cloud storage) and the version of the file in the cloud.
This information can inform an auditor where to find a file’s
provenance. The main advantage of such a reference is to
address the problem of provenance growth [5].

3.2.3

Provenance Management and Retrieval

In order to create a scalable architecture for cloud provenance, a necessary first step is detaching provenance from
the its associated data. There are two disadvantages for a
system that stores the data and provenance in tandem. The
first disadvantage of such a system is it makes provenance
information visible to everyone who has access to data. On
occasion, provenance can require different security than the
data it describes [6].The second disadvantage is that provenance information can grow arbitrarily large as a result of
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Figure 3: The provenance causality graph for artifact 2.1.
Ancestors have been annotated with data labels.

the processing that occurs to data on a single host, hampering performance and scalability. Thus, in our architecture
we do not transmit provenance with every file access. Instead, we entrust provenance storage to PDP components.
In turn, this leads to another design question regarding
entities with multiple storage servers: If data retrieved from
storage unit A is then stored on storage unit B, is the provenance information on A duplicated to B? Our answer to
this question is no. Instead, the provenance information remains in storage unit A, which permits B to access portions
of provenance on demand.
This protocol works as follows: upon requesting provenance information, the user provides a chain of certificates.
The first certificate is signed by the organization that owns
the data, O0 . This certificate contains the delegation rights
to another organization, O1 . The next chain contains the
delegation rights to O2 , issued by O1 . The sequence of chains
continues until one organization grants access to a user, U ,
as shown in Equation 2:
−
Sign[KO
, Delegation, O1 ]
0
−
, Delegation, O2 ]
Sign[KO
1

(2)

−
, read, U ]
Sign[KO
2

In this manner, cloud provenance authorities can cooperate with each other to track data. For environments that
require end user’s to inspect provenance information, the
query interface can be exposed to clients outside the cloud.

3.3

Provenance-Based Access Control

The Cloud Provenance Authority can be leveraged to perform security-critical functions, such as access control, in
a manner that benefits from the rich contextual information that provenance provides. As described by Rosenthal
et al. [26], attribute-based access control is superior to rolebased access control for provenance due to improved scalability, flexibility, and the ability to modularize policy concerns
(i.e., only one attribute needs to be inspected if a change in
policy occurs). Attributes of data can be extracted and used
to create labels for use in access control decisions. To extract all the attributes of the data, two properties should be
assured: (1) the availability of complete data ancestry from
original sources to its current form, and (2) the availability
of all the necessary attributes of the sources. Our access control language is a simplified model of the provenance-based
access control scheme presented by Cadenhead et al. [8].
Provenance-based labeling possesses two appealing characteristics: (1) the ability to dynamically adapt to sudden
changes in policy, and (2) the ability to express access decisions based on a variety of attributes and levels of granularity. Consider the example shown in Figure 3. In this
case, artifact 2.1 has been generated from the results of two

data sets, one of which is public data, and one of which is
technical data related to defense and hence subject to ITAR
regulations. In order to comply with ITAR, cloud nodes
have the following simplified policy rule:
<Rule>
<Operation>migrate-foreign</Operation>
<Object>
<Attribute Name="ITAR">
</Object>
<Result>deny</Result>
</Rule>
This rule states that migration of data to a cloud server
outside of the US will be denied if the data contains the
ITAR attribute. In Figure 3, we see that as host B combines
artifacts 1.1 and 2.0, the corresponding provenance record
will have the following entry:
<record>
<record-type>INPUT</record-type>
<record-data>
<xref pnode="B" version="2.0" />
</record-data>
<record-type>INPUT</record-type>
<record-data>
<xref pnode="A" version="1.1" />
</record-data>
</record>
and following the XREF to artifact 2.0 will uncover the ITAR
attribute. As a result, the new record will not be allowed
to migrate to foreign cloud centers. Host2 is now the provenance authority for artifact 2.1, but another party accessing
the object can check the chain of records, which now includes artifact 2.1, artifact 2.0, and artifacts 1.1 and 1.0
hosted by Host1. This is a simplification of the operations,
which would involve read and write restrictions based on
location of the requesting party and rules defining the semantics of the migrate-foreign operation, but is meant to
show that label inference is possible over a provenance attribute set. Policy can similarly be defined that conforms to
Bell-LaPadula MLS confidentiality model [3], Biba integrity
models [4], or supporting Chinese Wall policy [7] based on
attributes of the provenance artifacts.
More formally, let us consider the provenance system as
a state machine with subjects S = {s1 , s2 , . . . }, objects
O = {o1 , o2 , . . . }, attributes A = {a1 , a2 , . . . }, actions T =
{t1 , t2 , . . . }, values V = {v1 , v2 , . . . }, and states Σ = {σ1 , σ2 ,
. . . }. An access decision in the system will be based on the
evaluation of O ×A×T ×Σ → V where Σ represents the current state of the Cloud Provenance Authority as defined by
the policy in place by the organization. Access control decisions are defined with the set V = {allow, deny}. Subjects
and objects can be identified in terms of their attributes such
that when subject s1 with attribute set a1 acts on object o2
created by subject s2 with attributes a2 , a new object o3
is created with attributes a3 = a1 ||a2 . The access decision
is contingent on the evaluation of the attributes associated
with object o3 so that when the access policy is evaluated,
the result is o3 × a1 ||a2 × T × σn → {allow, deny}. Note that
the provenance record for o3 will be a secure provenance
chain as defined by Hasan and each object oi and attribute

set ai is signed by its associated subject sj (note that subjects can clearly sign arbitrary numbers of objects and attribute sets as they are created and modified). The attribute
set a3 is thus equivalent to Sign[Ks−1 , a1 ]||Sign[Ks−2 , a2 ], ensuring that the attributes cannot be tampered with. Thus
in our above example with the migration policy as dictated
giving system state σi and action tj = migrate-foreign,
even if o1 × a1 × tj × σi → {allow}, the newly created object
will cause a policy decision o1 × a3 × tj × σi → {deny} due
to a3 receiving the ITAR tag from a2 .
Because we can reconstruct the complete ancestry of existing objects, we are free to make arbitrary modifications
to our policy without loss of accuracy. A change in policy
only requires the one-time cost of re-evaluating the provenance chains of existing artifacts. Unlike traditional labeling mechanisms, the history of modifications is kept as the
provenance, making it clear by examining the metadata how
the current label has been derived.

4.

IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented the architecture described in Section 3
to run on separate virtual machines on an OpenStack KVM
cloud service running on the University of Oregon’s ACISS
high performance cluster. Each component was provisioned
with 2 vCPUs and 4GB memory. Each physical host was
connected to a 1:1 provisioned Voltaire 8700 switch with
fiber channel. The switch had 2 10 GbE trunks to a Cisco
router that connected to the university network. Our client
scripts connected to the Cloud Provenance Authority components over the campus network. They ran on a commodity
PC containing an Intel 3.00GHz dual-core and running the
Linux 2.6.38 kernel. The Cloud Provenance Authority was
an overlay to a Cumulus storage server. The REST API of
Cumulus is consistent with other cloud storage system APIs
such as Amazon S3. Accordingly, our system can be implemented on any other compatible cloud storage systems.
The PEP, implemented in Python, acted as a transparent
proxy to a Cumulus cloud store. The PEP was responsible
for facilitating communication between with the client and
PDP using the protocol outlined in Table 1. The PEP authenticated the client, verified provenance chain signatures,
and mediated requests by checking policies with the PDP
via remote procedure calls. The PEP was stateless, querying the PDP for user information and access decisions.
The PDP server, also implemented in Python, connected
locally to a sqlite3 database that stored policy, provenance, and client session information. The PDP reconstructed provenance chains by storing tuples of chain sequence numbers and file handle references for the provenance metadata. To evaluate our system we implemented
three different access control mechanisms for the PDP: a
basic whitelist-by-hostname policy, an MLS policy that evaluated provenance chains and labeled each object after the
highest secrecy level in its history, and an optimizated MLS
mechanism that cached decisions in order to avoid repetitive
parsing of object ancestry.
A final component, a client host, submitted requests to the
PEP to get and put data in the cloud store. These operations were either allowed or disallowed by the PDP based on
the active policy. The client used PASS as the host provenance system. Provenance information was queried using
Path Query Language (PQL) [15]. For the MLS mechanisms, attributes from the PASS provenance metadata were
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Figure 4: Performance cost of Cloud Provenance Authority architecture.

mapped to secrecy levels, and then submitted to the cloud
authority in order to trigger access control decisions.

5.
5.1

EVALUATION
System Overhead

Remote storage already has an associated delay, so our infrastructure needs to maintain a minimal performance footprint. We begin by investigating the overhead imposed by
our system on write and read operations compared to basic
cloud storage use. For this trial, a client host issued write
and read requests of increasing size to a single PEP. The
requests were checked against a simple whitelist policy at
a single PDP, then processed. Figure 4a shows the percent
overhead of our system relative to the raw cost of the Cumulus read and write operations. The overhead imposed
decreases with the size of read operations, as low as 20%.
Overhead increases with the size of write operations, with a
low of 17.4% on small writes.
To better understand these costs, we recorded microbenchmarks for the various operations at the PEP. These results
are displayed in Table 4b, with size-dependent fields highlighted. Because the PEP acts as a proxy to the storage,
twice as much data transmission is required over raw storage access. The overhead of write operations increases with
file size due to disproportionate growth in the time required
to parse write requests. Without these transmission costs,
the performance footprint is extremely small. Because the
PDP is not involved in transmission of the actual object, it
is underutilized for both the read and write operations.
Configuration
Direct Read
1 PEP Proxy
2 PEP Proxies
3 PEP Proxies
4 PEP Proxies
5 PEP Proxies

Avg. Speed (s)
0.0928
0.9512
0.4901
0.3551
0.2643
0.2205

Overhead
0.0%
90.2%
81.1%
73.0%
64.8%
14.0%

Table 2: Read speeds with additional PEP components.

5.2

Distributed Enforcement Points

While the performance cost imposed by redundant transmission is considerable, it was necessary to our overlay design to avoid requiring special changes to PASS or the Ama-

zon API. Fortunately, overhead cost can be easily decreased
by using a distributed set of PEPs to process user requests.
As noted in Section 5.1, a single PDP is underutilized in
a deployment featuring a single PEP, allowing for the distributing of PEP tasks until either cloud storage or the PDP
form a new system bottleneck. In a new trial, a single client
executed batches of 100 reads of a 10/MB file with up to
5 PEPs running as separate instances within a university
cloud service. Table 2 shows the results of this trial. As
the system becomes more distributed, the per-request cost
of the batch operations decreases by a factor of 4, resulting
in an overhead as low as 14%.

5.3

Provenance Size

Another factor contributing to the duration of write transactions is the size of the provenance information that is attempting to be committed. A provenance chain’s immutable
nature can lead to unwieldy growth in the number of records,
leading to considerable overhead on write transactions if
large amounts of provenance has been stored locally or if
new provenance is being migrated into storage. This cost
is entirely separate from the size of the actual data. To
analyze the impact of provenance growth on system performance, we repeated the previous trial for a single object
with increasingly large provenance chains. Under three different access control mechanisms, we measured the speed
with which the PDP arrived at an access decision. Figure
5a depicts the results. The unoptimized MLS policy, which
re-parses the entire object ancestry with each request, became prohibitively expensive at large provenance sizes. In
contrast, the whitelist and memoized MLS policies need only
parse the newly appended provenance records.

5.4

Extreme Workload

To assess our infrastructure’s ability to handle real-world
workloads, we tested each of our access control mechanisms
against the 1998 World Soccer Cup website trace. Envisioning a frequent-read-infrequent-write scenario, we mapped
99.8% of the HTTP requests in the trace to GET requests for
our file, and the other remaining 0.2% to PUT requests. We
selected a 10 minute window of 606,060 requests for analysis.
Using the 5 PEP deployment from Section 5.2, we played the
trace through one second at a time and observed the utilization level required for our infrastructure to handle the load
in real time. To better isolate our system’s performance, the
PEPs transmitted empty acknowledgement messages to the
user instead of communicating with Cumulus storage. All of
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Figure 5: Performance of provenance-based access control mechanisms.

the other system functions, including provenance migration
and evaluation, were active for the experiment.
The performance of each mechanism is pictured in Figure 5b. The system load under the different access controls
appears on the primary y-axis, while the trace workload in
requests per second appear on the secondary y-axis. The
performance of the unoptimized MLS mechanism, which is
dependent on length of the object’s ancestry, degrades over
time. The optimized MLS mechanism was nearly able to
handle the entire workload in real time, averaging 100.2%
utilization over the course of the trial (i.e. 12 seconds of total
delay were observed). Even on a modest deployment using
a single centralized provenance database, our infrastructure
handles thousands of access decisions per second.

6.

RELATED WORK

Provenance systems have been well studied and surveyed
in scientific contexts [28, 10, 18]. Provenance information
can be recorded at various levels of abstraction. Applicationlevel provenance systems collect provenance at the semantic
level of the applications [30], while provenance systems for
workflow engines record provenance at the level of workflow
stages [29]. Provenance systems can also be implemented
at the kernel level by intercepting system calls and recording them as provenance information. The provenance-aware
storage system (PASS) [20] that we integrate into our system
leverages the kernel-level approach. Muniswamy-Reddy et
al. [22, 21] were the first to consider the challenges of adopting provenance to the cloud. They leveraged Amazon’s S3
data storage to extend their host level provenance collector (PASS) [20] to the cloud environment. We extend this
work by developing a distributed provenance management
infrastructure under a malicious threat model.
During the past few years, several studies have recognized
the importance of securing provenance [19, 13, 17]. Braun
et al. [6] discuss that provenance requires its own security
model that differs from regular data. Hasan et al. [14] consider a scheme for securely collecting and auditing provenance records with a focus on preventing undetected rewriting of provenance history. We use their approach to provide
integrity for provenance information in the cloud. Rosenthal
et al. [26] discuss an attribute-based access control scheme
for provenance information. Their emphasis is on determin-

ing access based on provenance attributes. In our work, the
permission to access provenance information is granted by
the organization that owns the data. Another line of work
by Ni et al. [23] modifies the provenance records to enable
finer-grained policies for accessing provenance information.
Given the significantly different features of cloud environment, our main target in this paper is scalability.
Ensuring that provenance metadata is properly collected
and securely communicated makes certain demands of host
systems. McDaniel et al. [17, 25] propose addressing the
challenge of provenance mediation through provenance monitors. Their scheme exhibits reference monitor guarantees
by preventing circumvention of provenance recording mechanisms, assuring the trustworthiness of collected information.
Trusted computing, particularly trusted platform modules
(TPMs) and attested boot mechanisms, provide a means of
supporting this bottom-up trust model [16]. However, implementing such systems in the cloud requires support (e.g.,
remote attestation) from cloud providers. The secure provenance system that we propose in this paper can work on
normal services offered by cloud providers.

7.

CONCLUSION

This paper has introduced an architecture for managing
provenance metadata in the cloud and provides a means for
using provenance as the basis for an attribute-based access
control system suitable for enforcing organizational security
policies. Through the use of provenance to enforce access
control, we effectively shift the access control paradigm from
a stateless decision made strictly on the current state of
data, to a stateful decision based on the data’s origin and
lineage. Our prototype implementation shows that such a
system is also practical, supporting thousands of operation
per second on a modestly specified deployment. These investigations are a preliminary exploration into the myriad
challenges faced when securing provenance at scale across
organizational boundaries and within the cloud.
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